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Bulldog Security Ltd

Bulldog – Security That Bites Back
All UK police forces struggle to attend when an alarm is reported going off, both at
domestic and commercial properties. They cannot spare the budget, the time, or the
manpower. So in our opinion a conventional alarm is no longer much of a deterrent.
If you want something that might work, and the emphasis has to be on might, you
will need an alarm and an organisation to monitor it who will inform the police if it is
genuine rather than a false alarm. This might increase your chances of a bobby
popping by - but there's still that pesky budget and manpower issue to consider!
True, but not very reassuring.

Now, if you want true protection, you want a sophisticated alarm and a quality
company to monitor it 24-hours a day, 365 days of the year, who back that service
up with a professional security operation that will answer an alarm call, make sure
you are safe and send a uniformed police officer to your property if the need arises.
We might decry the UK police force’s attitude, but put quite simply, the cost of
sending a police car to see if there is actually a burglary taking place or whether the
alarm has been triggered by a pet or a fox, or some other unseen interference that is
not a bona-fide thief, has become so great and police budgets so cut, that it is no
longer practical.
But Bulldog Security Ltd is a completely Monitored and Guarded Security
System
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Bulldog Security Ltd use state of the art wireless security alarm systems that won't be
triggered by those pets and foxes, with an optional built in camera so users can view what
is happening. The company also provides a control panel and panic button to contact the
control room. There is a phone app that means the system can be armed and monitored by
the user from anywhere in the world. And there is the latest in key fob technology for those
who do not want to enter pass-codes when entering or leaving there property.

Now here's the technical bit and the accreditations

How Bulldog Security Ltd are different:
We provide a monitored system and in addition to this a Monitored and Guarded system
where the monitoring centre is fully NSI gold approved, watching over the alarm 24/7. If the
alarm is triggered the monitoring centre will notify a guarding response team to respond
directly to your premises and you, and key-holders, will be notified of the activation. They
can respond not just for alarm activations but also for slips, trips and falls within the
household via a panic button.

Bulldog Security Ltd aftercare packages comprise of full guarantees on the equipment and
batteries. Fully serviced twice a year; keeping you up to date with insurance policy
regulations. All callouts are included, even false alarms. Meaning, no surprise bills for
those accidental activations. Bulldog Security Ltd would like you and your family to feel
secure and have peace of mind that your possessions are protected at all times.
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